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by Stephen McClelland

News analysis
The wet game of international connectivity

Look at a map of the telecom world
and one thing stands out: until very
recently, the highways of broadband
connectivity were grouped in thick
bundles globally running almost
exclusively on an east-west basis.

Only connect
Gigantic trans-oceanic and intercontinental telecom pipes continue
to connect the business and commercial centres of North America to
Europe across the Atlantic, Europe
to developed Asia, and Asia back to
North America across the Pacific.
Outside concentrations in Europe
and in east Asia, other routes, particularly on a North-South basis, have
been relatively unconnected.
All of this is no accident: broadband
connectivity follows those who can
pay for it. The drivers of deploy-

ment are necessarily economic given
each major intercontinental system
may represent a capital spend of
up to USD 500 million per project.
Set against this however is a very
pressing need: countries and markets
that do not participate in the global
broadband connectivity community
simply lose out to those that do. Policymakers may fret - as ITU frequently
reports do - about the continuing
lack of true international gateway
infrastructure and effective competition in many developing countries,
but the connectivity gap is based
upon capital expenditure barriers as
much as it is on regulatory acquiescence. And the technological alternatives - usually satellite or broadband
wireless systems - also suffer from
their own inherent cost or practicality problems.

A unique dynamic
Nevertheless, even if it has some
way to go, more and better global
connectivity advances year on year.
However, it is still dependent on the
unique dynamics of the submarine
telecom industry, and arguably, this in
turn means that broadband internet
availability for all is too. Submarine
telecom, as critical as it is to global
broadband, is ironically a relatively
small (at least compared with national
telecom transmission), but at the
same time, extremely concentrated,
marketplace. The vitality of it springs
from a relatively small number of key
service providers, and an even smaller
number of global suppliers versed
in the indisputably highly technological art of engineering complex
systems for hostile suboceanic
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environments. Lose part of this
industry, and the world notices very
rapidly; an earthquake off the coast
of Taiwan or in the Middle East, in
severing a group of submarine cables,
can sever the internet connectivity for
groups of entire nations, with predictably unpleasant consequences.

The dynamics of the industry ar
major factor..
j
But the industry concentration
means a handful of major projects
in each year may dominate. And
ultimately it all hinges on end user
demand because the key service
providers that commission and
operate submarine telecom systems
themselves sit on top of a complex
value chain taking in users and telcos
to global wholesale operations.
As a result "small" changes at the
consuming end can, when aggregated up, lead to huge changes at the
backbone end. Matching supply and
demand has been a fraught business,
and the explosion of internet traffic
worldwide has caused frequent
over- and under-estimation of the
actual strength of the market. Where
mismatch has occurred, the results
have been dramatic, frequently
unpredictable and on occasion,
devastating.

Boom and bust
During
the
dotcom
boom,
the industry was propelled up a
contracted investment level of USD
10 billion in its peak year; immediately afterwards, in the ensuing bust,
the entire industry was reduced to a
deep freeze with little more than USD
100 million in one year according to
financial analysts familiar with the
market. Steady growth in recovery
since 2004 has taken it to a level
somewhere between USD 2 billion
and USD 3 billion annually, a relatively

healthy state comparable with most
of the recent pre-boom experience.
Even during its biggest downturn,
the industry still saw traffic levels
rising year on year, driven by internet
demand. At the same time, all this
has been complicated by a remarkable improvement in the capability
of fibre optic carrying capacity over
the last 15 years; on a unit cost
basis, it has never been cheaper to
carry traffic, and to some extent
there has been arguably an "arm's
race" between demand growth and
supply capability. The competitive
advantage works not only with each
generation of new cable systems but
also with clever upgrades to many of
those already in use.
But overall system economics are
difficult to untangle if the cable pipes
are not, eventually, full loaded to get
to the desirable unit cost base. The
economic argument for deployment
has been bedevilled by the assumption that the major pipes would be
filled to capacity - and in the dotcom
bust several major systems were left
largely unlit on the ocean floor.
Several entered Chapter 11 and
in some cases later re-emerged as
(prospectively)
hyper-competitive
players, freed of their debt obligations. But with so much spare capacity
available after the bust, many service
providers lost any pricing power they
may have had, particularly on the
key transatlantic routes (the worst
affected), and long haul bandwidth
rapidly became a highly commoditized item in the overbuilt areas.
So, for many players, the result is the
requirement to play a global game of
international connectivity, carefully
balancing off market demand,
supply economics, the probability
of aggressive competition, and the
near certainty that this will lead at
some point to a progression of cycles
that may or may not be damaging.
But many executives see the cyclical
behaviour as inevitable and a given:

"We are an industry of cycles and
we have been through many cycles
before," says Fiona Beck, President
of the Executive Committee of
SubOptic, a key industry association,
in an interview with Intermedia. "The
submarine cable industry has always
had a longer term focus and its role
is being seen as a fundamental plank
for many of the economic growth
packages under development."

Essential connectivity
But the industry clearly did not
anticipate that the next factor to
consider in the cycle would in any
case be beyond its control in the
form of a credit crunch shock.
But Ms Beck, who also sees the
marketplace as President and CEO of
the Southern Cross Cable Network,
a major cable system linking Australasia with the United States, says the
industry will continue adapt to the
changing climate. "I am still seeing
strong growth in the telecommunication space. It does appear to be
holding up with some resiliency in
this current economic climate. One
of the reasons I suspect is people see
broadband as an essential item rather
than a discretionary spend."
John Hibbard, long time industry
executive and now consultant and
project manager in Asia-Pacific
agrees: "Traffic growth will continue
to be driven by the internet and the
need to communicate. Recent survey
results suggest that people, mostly
youths, would give up food before
giving up the internet connection,
and so demand growth should
continue unabated. And if wavelengths get cheaper, internet prices
might get lower stimulating still
more demand."
Nevertheless, every executive is
conscious of the need to keep making
adjustments. It is a wry truism in the
industry that the only situation worse
than having too much capacity
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available would be having too little.
Certainly the industry has defied its
own predictions about longer-term
capacity adequacy in the past.
But one consequence of the
dotcom downturn was the reluctance
of many players to engage in any
further speculative build anywhere
in the world, although there have
been fears at various times during
the past four years that mini-booms
and overbuilds might once again
take place in the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. Suppliers too have been
cautious, even at the cost of a project
logjam building up, but the benefits
may now be that they may be able to
weather for some months the credit
crunch storm.
And it is capable of adapting, and
may well be looking to develop
entirely new business models and
break from its past.
For most of the post-WWII era,
major submarine cable systems
for civilian communications were
initiated by groups of major operators,
usually the incumbent telcos of
the developed world, and largely
in response to their own "internal"
supply needs. The consortia were
able to deploy projects with major
success on the world's key routes,
particularly for burgeoning transatlantic demand.
As managed projects, these were
generally triumphs of the ability to
meet demand. But the telco-based
consortia systems however had a
fundamental problem: they were
complicated and cumbersome to
organize and administer, especially
where the long haul systems began
to involve many negotiating parties.
With an unpredictable explosion in
demand created mainly by internet
and data traffic, market gaps were
created.
On some of the major routes,
essentially private-equity backed
operators entered the market. The
clever operators took advantage of
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the dotcom boom to make huge
equity returns; others were not so
lucky and most players suffered in
the subsequent downturn.
The industry looked as though
it was heading back to a time of a
far more conservative and perhaps
a renewed emphasis on consortiaonly systems but seasoned players
suggest that there is room for several
business models, at least those
sensibly conceived and executed.
Speaking at PTC '09, Bill Barney, CEO
of PacNet, suggested that new types
of collaboration must fit the mould
as the industry needed to reduce its
risk profile and adopt new practices,
pointing out that "Collaboration is
the New World Order".
Mr Barney says that his company
and the industry must bet on collaboration being able to deliver effective
network expansion in the last mile,
better content delivery infrastructures particularly in the burgeoning
consumer video market, and on a
new era of unified communications
and managed services. The space to
do all of this, he argues, is beyond
the scope of a single player.

Nylon recovery?
Even in the Atlantic, scene of the
most destructive part of the dotcom
bust, there is reason for similar
optimism because of the relentless growth of internet traffic. The
London-New York route remains the
most heavily trafficked in the world
but was the scene of the most spectacular overbuild.
But Bjarni Thorvardarson, CEO
of Hibernia Atlantic, speaking at
PTC '09, suggests that although
only 30% of the available capacity
is actually being used, the effective
growth in routed internet traffic is
continuing to surge at 50% per year
on an aggregated basis which in turn
suggests that new cable systems may

well be needed in the 2012 to 2014
timeframe.
Moving forward, MrThorvardarson
points out that cable operators,
far from offering commoditized
wholesale services that are extremely
price sensitive in the marketplace,
can still differentiate themselves;
Hibernia says it offers the advantage
of USA-Europe connectivity without
the performance loss necessitated by
a London hop.
And says Mr Thorvardarson, policymakers are increasing clued in to
the potential because broadband
connectivity can be considered
increasingly as an economic makeor-break factor. Hibernia was recently
awarded a contract to provide
connectivity for Northern Ireland
customers direct to Europe and the
USA in a major government-backed
project.

A policy role?
Direct government-sponsored projects like these around the world may
be an intriguing reflection of the
ongoing broadband policy debate.
It's particularly the case since policymakers and regulators have generally
kept a discrete distance from the
industry, especially since the mid1990's when telecom deregulation in
the major economies finally opened
up the international gateways
between them to competition.
Some executives enthusiastically
reminisce about the predictability
and stability that a regulated gateway
structure may have had in terms of
investment, build and deployment
(not to mention profitability) of major
projects, but in general, the industry
itself seems to be in no hurry either
to see a return of regulation.
On occasion, however, there
have been arguments for some sort
of quasi-regulatory approach to
prevent a recurrence of the kind of
disorderly market that the dotcom
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bust was threatening. Nevertheless,
international submarine cables retain
a kind of extraterritorial dimension
and it would be naive to believe in
some economies - particularly in
China and emerging Asia - national
governments do not ultimately enjoy
a go/no-go view for these sort of
major projects, and arguably this
may be in a sense a stabilizing factor
also.
However,
setting
submarine
telecom apart is a variety of other
'policy'
considerations:
service
providers usually have to deal with
an array of objections ranging from
fishing rights to environmental
considerations (particularly the case
in those markets with powerful sensitivities such as the Californian coast).
Submarine telecom executives
frequently are heard to frequently
complain that these considerations
are often nothing more than camouflage for particular pressure groups
and activists that see the opportunity to squeeze money from what is
perceived to be a high profile industry
well able to afford it.
Nevertheless, in the case of
networks deployed in actual fishing
or shipping grounds, submarine
telecom cables - as well protected
as they are - remain at risk from the
simple, but blunt possibility, that a
dragging anchor will at some stage
bring the operation of a major cable
system or systems to a halt.
Earthquakes, too, are potentially
more ferocious. And in every case,
the submarine telecom community
has
evolved
effective
mechanisms and agreements for sending
specialist ships and crews to retrieve
and repair the cable system on site.
The consideration again that is often
forgotten, say long-time executives
in the business, is that this complex
and necessarily global maintenance
system will always cost both time
and money, thus giving the lie to the
idea of "cheap" bandwidth.

Ingenuity rules
And there seems no shortage of
ingenuity in the industry. "It is interesting that despite the economic
climate we continue to see companies
promote the growth in the new
technologies; the 10G - 40G -100G
discussion," says SubOptic's Fiona
Beck. "This combined with new ways
our technology can service other non
traditional segments (for example,
oil and gas, security) is a testament
to people thinking outside the box."
John Hibbard agrees. "The area
of activity that seems the most
exciting at the moment is marriage
of commercial telecom cables with
those of the oil and gas operators,"
he suggests. "Only since Hurricane
Katrina have the O&G folks been
persuaded about cables and, to date
their cautiousness has limited their
interest to cables dedicated to O&G.
But an economic attraction can
come when the two are combined
as collectively it can be viable when
individually the cables are marginal."
Mr Hibbard says activity along these
lines is emerging in the Gulf of
Thailand and off the west coast of
Australia.
The Asia-Pacific region remains
the most active site of new long haul
conventional builds too. Companies
such as PacNet are completing the
10000km long Unity transpacific
cable project linking Tokyo and Los
Angeles, the latest of several transoceanic projects servicing the vast
online demand that Asia has been
building up.
PacNet's Bill Barney says that Asia
is seeing a doubling of the internet
population every three years, and a
doubling of bandwidth per user every
five months. To deploy this system,
PacNet has not only partnered with
"traditional" telcos such as KDDI
and SingTel but also non traditional
players such as Google.

Africa, long underserved, is also
getting more connectivity. Last
December, France Telecom-Orange
announced a 12000km long project,
ACE (Africa Coast to Europe) that
will connect more than 20 countries,
and particularly to most west African
countries from 2011.

Going green?
Meanwhile, far from the major
intercontinental systems, the industry
has been able to spur remarkable
progress in smaller scale systems.
There are several regional systems
coming on stream and initiatives are
underway to connect others. One
remarkable idea is an unbelievably
simple one: tear up cables that have
become obsolete and relay them
elsewhere with enormous economic
saving.
John Hibbard explains: "The ASH
cable which involves the re-use of the
retired PacRim East cable to create
a system from Hawaii to American
Samoa and then Samoa should come
on stream in April so we are all pretty
excited about this as it will provide
the Samoas with direct low latency
access to the US and the global
internet for a fraction of the cost of
a new system.
Separately I am working on the
spur to Papua New Guinea from the
Pipe Cable from Sydney to Guam.
Through a change of routing, it is
possible, using an exciting new development called an OADM Branching
Unit to secure a spur to PNG without
putting at risk any of the mainstream
traffic from Sydney to Guam.
This will come on stream later this
year. In fact the OADM BU, the ability
to re-use retired cables and the new
initiatives with unrepeatered cables
bode well for the smaller communities such as island states. Finding
economic solutions for places that
would otherwise be unable to afford
11
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a cable is what gives me the greatest
buzz."

Going forward
What of the wider industry?
Pressures for improved price-performance seem as relentless as ever as
capital availability becomes problematic. The present financial crisis
may well see further restructuring
in an already lean industry, with the
possibility of more Chapter 11 action,
several commentators suggest.
SubOptic's Fiona Beck remains
optimistic: "Whatever companies can
do to manage costs and economize the more for less principle - will drive
some restructuring. Some companies
will be forced to rationalise their
operations and we could see more
merger and acquisition activity as
the stronger players exercise their
financial advantage."
Ms Beck says she does not minimize
the uncertainty inherent in the next
18 months, with some customers
experiencing quite severe financial
constraints: "We need to make sure
we continue to supply great value
for money to support our customers
through this difficult period.
Upgrades, such as the one Southern
Cross Cables have recently concluded
and new builds particularly in the
Asia Pacific region are coming on
stream in 2010. "
One key milestone next year may
well be the triennial SubOptic - the
leading conference for the submarine
telecom industry will be held in
Yokohama, Japan in May 2010. Ms
Beck says she expects to find the
industry not only re-evaluating itself
but reinvigorated, and exploring
major discussions and reports not
only on subsea telecom technology,
deployment and improved maintenance practices, but also on new
business models to move forward.
SubOptic itself has taken the lead
in developing framework contract
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precedents and guidelines to help a
wider and more consistent appreciation of best practice.

More growth,flexibility
Ms Beck continues: "The market
is becoming more competitive but
while this creates new challenges, it
also creates opportunities as suppliers
work harder to satisfy customers in
terms of pricing and greater flexibility. In our region we are still experiencing growth in the market which
is great news, however flexibility with
payments are a key element that
some customers are looking for."
She suggests another reason: "Also
customers are looking to downsize
their risk, they want to make sure
they are dealing with people who
will be there in the future, who can
supply a quality product with the
highest levels of reliability and will
give a product at a price point that
means they are competitive in the
market today."
Money does talk says John
Hibbard. "Whether it is the Pacific,
Indian or Atlantic, the challenges will
be persuading CFOs to loosen the
purse strings when it comes to new
systems." He continues: "Rather I see
the CFOs saying 'to squeeze more
out of what you have, or buy what
you need to fill the gap (and only buy
just enough to cover your need)'.
But he also agrees that the traffic
patterns are relentlessly upwards:
"As a consequence of the demand
for capacity continuing very strongly
from internet usage, I expect to see
a significant upward trend in the fill
of cables as new wavelengths are
lit, and the vast amount of dormant
dark capacity is increasingly brought
to life (or to light!)."
Mr Hibbard, however, says he does
expect to see some idle capacity
after some current contracts are
completed, and service providers will

still have to meet suppliers' bills with
or without bank help.
He also suggests that similar considerations might affect telcos: "Carriers
who were funding from corporate
funds may not have the cash if other
parts of the business falter. So we
may see some systems put on hold
midway through the production and
implementation."
This might idle some production
lines and shipping capacity. Neverthless, Mr Hibbard argues, with cable
terminal equipment being the main
growth market, these production
lines will remain busy but the strong
competition in the lighting of new
wavelengths will see the suppliers'
prices in this segment fall. Thus it will
cheaper to provide more capacity
and discouraging new build still
further.

Killer application?
But the very unpredictability of
traffic demand that lies at the base
of the industry might rescue it once
more. PacNet's Bill Barney is a fervent
believer in the power of video to
change traffic patterns for ever and
cites a "bigger bit" view that suggests
video after all will be the killer application. On this view, it might itself
create an effective massive multiplying of demand from a 0.4Mbps
for a standard streamed video clip
to ISMbps for HD, to a prospective
240000Mbps for so-called ultra HD/
Super HiVision technology. If this
is the case, the dynamic game of
international connectivity will have
to return, once more, to its drawing
board, for more and bigger systems.
Contact details: www.ptc.org and
www.suboptic.org. Stephen McClelland
interviewed Bill Barney, CEO of PacNet at
PTC '09; the video webcast is available via
PTC and IIC websites. The author gratefully
acknowledges Fiona Beck, John Hibbard,
and John Home for their help in the
preparation of this article.

